Effect of electric field on the rheological and dielectric properties of a liquid crystal exhibiting nematic-to-smectic-A phase transition.
We report simultaneous measurements of shear viscosity (η) and dielectric constant (ε) of octyloxy cyanobiphenyl (8OCB) in the nematic (N) and smectic-A (SmA) phases as functions of temperature and electric field. With increasing electric field η increases in the N phase whereas it decreases in the SmA phase and saturates beyond a particular field in both the phases. The flow curves in the intermediate-field range show two Newtonian regimes in the N phase. The temperature-dependent behavior of η and ε at zero or at small electric field suggests the occurrence of several structures that results from precessional motion of the director along the neutral direction as reported in similar other system. We show that the precessional motions are gradually suppressed with increasing electric field and the effective viscosity resembles with the Miesowicz viscosity η1 at high enough electric field. In the intermediate field range the temperature-dependent η exhibits anomalous behavior across the N-SmA phase transition which is attributed to the large contribution of Leslie coefficient α1.